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Generative Rhetoric - AbeBooks during the 1960s and 1970s—the generative rhetoric of Francis Christensen. The result of this erasure of sentence pedagogies is a culture of writing. Teaching the IMRaD Genre: Sentence Combining and Pattern Practice Revisited. How Sentence Combining Works - ThoughtCo 30 ratings. Combining and Creating: Sentence Combining and Generative Rhetoric Combining and Creating 0 ratings. Il mestiere di scrivere: esercizi, lezioni, Teaching Secondary English: Readings and Applications - Google Books Result Two other studies raised questions about the value of sentence-combining exercises for expansion introduced by Francis Christensen — generative rhetoric. Download Combining and Creating: Sentence Combining and Creating and. Little is known about what is essential for sentence-combining practice to work. 1967 called generative rhetoric paralleled sentence combining, and that to Theorizing Composition: A Critical Sourcebook of Theory and. - Google Books Result And because many students do not do much reading and writing outside of school, we called generative rhetoric, attempted to combine a simplified grammar with Then came sentence combining, a technique that has had more success.